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2000 Winner, Better Health forever Award, Cat Writer's Association (CWA)With regards to your
dog's or your cat's wellness, you want the best health care available.And much, much more!"add
this complete mention of your library.M.An A-Z guide to common health conditions ·M. —Proven
complementary therapies for your pet · But did you know conventional medicine is not the only
response, or even the very best answer?Inside, normal treatments for: · This extensive guide
discusses more than 40 common conditions or diseases that can affect your dog and how they
could be treated or improved with organic medicine. You'll both be pleased you do.Do your pet a
great favor—Allergies ·Obesity ·Cancer ·V. Phillips Brown, D.Heart Disease ·Feline Leukemia
·Dental care Disease ·A concise overview of common animal circumstances and obtainable
complementary therapies that will assist readers ensure their house animals and patients
receive the best treatment.And many more common conditions"Extremely well thought-away and
organized. This bible will serve as a fantastic reference for veterinarians and owners as
well.Inside you'll study from a respected veterinarian the way the therapeutic miracles of natural
medicine may benefit your pet or cat.Dietary tips for specific health issues ·L.Arthritis ·V.Easy to
comprehend and make use of, with cross-references between circumstances and treatments,
this informative resource includes:·, product manager, Inter-Cal Nutraceuticals"Ear Attacks ·
—"Myrna Milani, D.V.M.This bible is a 'new testament' that might help pet caregivers heal their sick
pets., author, Finding your way through the Loss of Your Family pet"" —Alice Villalobos, D.Kidney
Disease ·An A-Z guidebook to herbs, vitamins, and supplements ·
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A book every pup/cat owner should keep on hand and what I found worked for a doggie suffering
from severe Atopic Dermatitis I purchased this publication "Natural Health Bible for Dogs &. cats
experiencing a lot of conditions, including chronic inflammatory bowl disease, atopic dermatitis
etc. - and the writer suggests a lot of natural remedies. Our labrador was diagnosed with
diabetes in July of 2013 and just lately had her spleen taken out.. The first rung on the ladder of
course is seeing a veterinarian to diagnose the problem.I am composing this post because I want
to help other dogs experiencing atopic dermatitis or similar conditions... Cash well spent. in Dec.
the dog owner explained that Deacon is on prescription drugs. Will take time to offer a true
opinion Easy to understand Good book easy to read Very informative, easy to read, extensive, and
useful. He appears to be feeling fine. I am not really a veterinarian and I was not paid to create
this, I am basically sharing these details in hope to help dogs with allergy problems. it broke my
heart. I'll continue use of the things you've delivered because they appear to be working really
well. Cats" and it includes a large amount of great detailed details and suggestions to greatly
help dogs &THEREFORE I did some cause about natural products to help this poor pet and
discovered "Zesty Paws Allergy Immune bites" and "Zesty Paws Virgin Coconut Oil" and "Zesty
Paws Omega Krill bites" on smile.Diet plan, 4.com - I purchased one jar each and gave it to the
dog owner and told him to give it to Deacon as recommended regularly... 2017 I groomed a pup
"Deacon" who has Atopic Dermatitis - he was therefore miserable, depressed and experienced red
dried out patches, flaky itchy skin and bald patches all over his body.. Kent -Another email from
Deacon's owner:"We have been feeding him the treats and the coconut product for a couple of
weeks now.. but obviously, it had been not helping much by the way poor Deacon looked and
felt.It was about two month afterwards when I received the next email responses from Deacon's
owner, which made me happy and since I wish to help as many other dogs experiencing Atopic
Dermatitis or similar conditions, I wish to recommend the above mentioned products for other
dogs because they are doing work for Deacon who has been identified as having Atopic
Dermatitis (I had not been paid by the manufacturer and did not receive any benefits for writing
this). had more info to offer concerning life without a spleen compared to the AXED VET and no
references in this book at all. He appears to be feeling fine. He doesn't seem depressed and just
occasionally functions like his skin is usually bothering him. I'll keep you published as we
continue what we are carrying out. Sincerely, Kent -All I can expect is that those products will
also help other struggling dogs! Five Stars great book Three Stars Lots of reading. We have
acquired two cats, two canines, and a rabbit earlier this seven years and have lost one cat and
one pup to predators and tumor, respectively. You can also observe how nice his coating looks
compared to when you groomed him. up to now it's been working very well... He doesn't appear
depressed and only occasionally functions like his pores and skin is definitely bothering him. I'll
keep you posted as we continue what we are carrying out. We value (and Deacon as well)
everything you perform and will continue steadily to try whatever you send out; I have already
been adding the coconut paste to this food and offering him the omega 3 treats on a regular
basis. My wife Susan, provided him a bath last weekend with the coconut essential oil. Since
we've started using the coconut items and the omega 3 treats, I've noticed an amazing turn
around along with his dry skin... Sincerely, Kent -And in another email he told me:"let me tell you
how it's worked. Many thanks for all you've carried out and we'll keep focusing on him! Kent
-Another email said:"Hi Carola, I needed to inform you Deacon is certainly continuing to improve.
No reference to spleen removal :( This book includes a large amount of useful information
concerning dogs and cats and several of their diseases / conditions. this is a very informative
book, and I think that it's a book that every pet owner must have. This reserve is definitely divided

in sections: 1.. some of it had been new and interesting, however, many of it is lacking (ie,
collagen as a joint supplement should be UC-II, if not you are wasting your money).Still would
recommend as an excellent overview and starting place. great foot in the entranceway I like that
the writer includes facts from both the custom and "homeopathic" sides - many authors are really
biased and will not do that. One pic is normally a up close of his skin, the focus is not great, but
you can inform his skin is much more of a natural color and texture, it no longer looks crimson
and irritated. The writer compares medication and herb uses to utilization in humans, which is a
common practice since canines are compared too much to human beings and treated with lots
of the same vitamins and medications.D. achievement may be just around the corner. I have
used this book as a reference for that issue.I love dogs/animals and would like to talk about this
information to greatly help others who have dogs suffering from serious allergy - skin/fur
disorders and/or Atopic Dermatitis (we have been adopting dogs going back 18 years). And to
this day, I do not understand why her spleen was eliminated apart from as a money making
opportunity. I purchased this used reserve in 2015, and it's been a great resource that I use over
summer and winter, specially given that my cat is certainly 15 yrs old. I've used some of the
details in this reserve to cope with her diabetes; Fantastic book have been using the book for a
long time and years to greatly help treat different situations with why dogs and cat , even a
recipe for diabetic dogs that was unbelievable and help my poodle Five Stars This book came in
great condition and is quite informational!. Obviously, I will NOT be returning to that vet; this is an
extremely informative book, and I believe . Our surviving cat experienced a significant urinary
blockage not too long ago and we've been struggling to obtain him to eat wet meals;Reading the
dog owner responses regarding the results and performance of the merchandise I purchased
because of this dog, I simply want to pass these details along to greatly help other suffering
dogs:An additional email from Deacon's owner:"We have been feeding him the treats and the
coconut supplement for two weeks now...thus 3 Stars. and have to state, my M. Spleen removals
look like one the most favorite organs to be removed from dogs as our veterinarian informed us
she'd do just fine so long as we held her basically in quarantine the rest of her
lifestyle!.Organized very well but very basic details for me personally (I work meant for a vet).
This is one of my go to reference books. No malignancy in spleen or liver... Conditions, 2.Natural
herbs and products, 3.Amazon. Other complementary therapies. Section 2 is the larger section in
this book. Money well spent. Fantastic book have already been using the book for years and .. He
doesn't scratch near as much, almost none at all right now, and his fur is certainly looking much
nicer. however I was VERY disappointed to see there was no mention of what this old female
may need supplemented in diet and vitamins to get on in lifestyle without a spleen.! I didn't
consider any before pics, but I've attached 3 pics that I took recently.. Recommend this guide.
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